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Set Text 1: Cicero



Cicero’s ‘pro roscio Amerino’



Cicero’s ‘pro roscio Amerino’
• Pro Roscio Amerino is a defence speech given by Marcus Tullius Cicero on behalf of Sextus 

Roscius, a Roman citizen from the accused of murdering his father. Delivered in 80 BC, it was 
Cicero's first major public case. 

• The elder Sextus Roscius was a wealthy landowner and important citizen of Ameria.

• Sextus Roscius was murdered near the Pallacine Baths in Rome while returning from a party. 
His son, Sextus Roscius the younger, was in Ameria at the time

• It was at this point, in 80 BC, that three 'conspirators' decided to prosecute the younger Sextus 
Roscius, accusing him of murdering his father. They hired Gaius Erucius, a well-known 
professional prosecutor (accusator), and allegedly also bribed some witnesses to attest against 
Sextus the younger. In addition, Roscius Magnus – who was now in charge of all of Sextus 
Roscius' property, including his slaves –  refused to allow two slaves who had witnessed the 
murder to give evidence.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcus_Tullius_Cicero
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sextus_Roscius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sextus_Roscius


Cicero’s ‘pro roscio Amerino’
•Sextus Roscius hired Cicero to represent him in court. At this time Cicero 

was only 26 years old.

• The charge was   (parricidium).The ancient punishment for patricide was 
infamous: the accused was stripped, beaten, and sewn into a leather sack, 
allegedly containing a dog, a cockerel, a monkey, and a snake; the sack 
was then thrown into the River Tiber or the sea.

• It seems the prosecution based their argument on the fact that as Sextus 
Roscius had the most to gain from murdering his father, he was the most 
likely candidate.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiber


Translation
•Double page spread  

•Stick the Latin and the translation on the left hand side  

•We will be sticking notes to each section on the right 
hand side - leave this blank for now.



Translation

Lines 1-2: 
what word does Cicero use to 

describe what farmers would have 
been like as prosecutors in court?  



Translation

Lines 2-5: 
what does Cicero accuse the 

Romans of thinking is a disgrace?  

Cicero gives the example of Atilius. 
Why does he use this example? 

What message is he trying to give?



Translation

Lines 6-8: 
what does Cicero say that 

their Roman ancestors have 
created and left to his 

contemporaries (his fellow 
men)? (Provide full detail)



Translation

Lines 8-11: 
what does Cicero say their ancestors had 

cultivated? How does he say they did this? Write 
in your own words what he means. 

what 3 things did their ancestors expand as a 
result of this? What 2 things did they do this with? 

Provide full details.



Translation

 Lines 12-15: 

give 4 details that 
Cicero says of what 
people think about 

Sextus the younger. 



Translation

 Lines 15-18:
what word does Cicero use to describe a country lifestyle?  

what 2 words does Cicero use to describe existence in the 
countryside?  

what does not happen in such country lifestyles, according to Cicero?  

state the simile that is used and explain it in your own words.



Translation

Lines 19-22: 
what does Cicero say is created in a city?

what does Cicero say is natural to come from extravagant lifestyles in a city? 
Give full details.

what does he accuse his fellow Romans of calling the countryside? 

what 3 things does Cicero say a country lifestyle can teach people?



Home Task: Questions
1. Lines 1-2: what word does Cicero use to describe what farmers would have been like as 

prosecutors in court?  

2. Lines 2-5: what does Cicero accuse the Romans of thinking is a disgrace?  

3. Lines 2-5: Cicero gives the example of Atilius. Why does he use this example? What message 
is he trying to give?  

4. Lines 6-8: what does Cicero say that their Roman ancestors have created and left to his 
contemporaries (his fellow men)? (Provide full detail). 

5. Lines 8-11: what does Cicero say their ancestors had cultivated? How does he say they did 
this? Write in your own words what he means. 

6. Lines 8-11: what 3 things did their ancestors expand as a result of this? What 2 things did they 
do this with? Provide full details.

(Due Monday 7th November)



Home Task: Questions
7. Lines 12-15: give 4 details that Cicero says of what people think about Sextus the younger. 

8. Lines 15-18: what word does Cicero use to describe a country lifestyle?  

9. Lines 15-18: what 2 words does Cicero use to describe existence in the countryside?  

10. Lines 15-18: what does not happen in such country lifestyles, according to Cicero?  

11. Lines 15-18: state the simile that is used and explain it in your own words. 

12. Lines 19-22: what does Cicero say is created in a city?

13. Lines 19-22: what does Cicero say is natural to come from extravagant lifestyles in a city? 
                           Give full details.

14. Lines 19-22: what does he accuse his fellow Romans of calling the countryside? 

15: Lines 19-22: what 3 things does Cicero say a country lifestyle can teach people?

(Due Monday 7th November)


